Diurnal variation in continuous measures of the rat EEG power spectra.
EEG measures that vary on a continuous scale, without separating behavior into discrete states, may complement sleep staging as a means of characterizing diurnal variation in level of arousal. The object of the present study was to evaluate diurnal variation in the EEG power spectrum averaged independently of sleep state, and to determine which parameters best reflect this variation. The EEG from rats maintained with chronic cortical electrodes was continuously digitized at 256 Hz, and power spectra computed by fast Fourier transformation every four seconds. Artifact-free spectra occurring over one-hour periods were averaged. Spectral edge, calculated from 66 percent of the area of spectra, and relative power in delta and theta band-widths derived from averaged spectra vary in a consistent and highly significant diurnal pattern. The trend of relative delta power over the daytime, inactive period (when sleep occurs in nocturnal rodents) resembles that seen in human subjects during sleep, with peak levels occurring at the onset, followed by a steady decline during remaining hours of the daytime rest period.